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All individual has its own human rights. Human rights are a special sort of inalienable 
moral entitlement. They attach to all persons equally, by virtue of their humanity, irrespective of 
race, nationality, or membership of any particular social group. They specify the minimum 
conditions for human dignity and a tolerable life. Statements about human rights are normative 
and prescriptive. Critics reject the idea of universality, or allege particular accounts are 
ideological or culture-specific.   
 

Everyone can apply or practice their human rights when we say human rights, what will 
be the first thing goes in our mind? Human right its self means the right of all individual to do 
things they want to say what they want to say and others. It’s the freedom of all individual. We 
humans have the right or the freedom to choose, to vote, to judge, to speak of, to be heard, to 
protect ourselves from other but all this right sometimes can’t practice because of other people, 
who has a the higher power than us ordinary people. 
 

Now a day many people or we may say almost all Pilipino people doesn’t anymore 
practice their individual rights. We can practice those rights because of some policies or some 
regulation in our nation. Their so many barriers   when we talk about our human rights.  
 

Just like in our government they always emphasized that “our nation is a democratic 
country and people have their own freedom” but when it comes to politics especially during 
election day, most people are afraid to practice a fair and clean election, because some Politian 
uses their power by giving money to the people to vote for them and by treating their opponents 
if they will try to go against them. Other thing, it is the right of the people to protect themselves 
from other to fight for themselves but in the end people who fight loses.  
 

Everyone deserves to be respected by the others; they have the right to refuse anything 
that is against their own will of choice, but people fail to receive this right because some of them 
don’t respect the right of the others too. 
 


